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Hell on Dodgson’s World.  
[All these scenarios were played out on a six feet by four feet table. When the 
scenarios were originally available they were available from Irregular Miniatures, 

you got a pack with all the figures needed to fight the scenario as well as the 
scenario.] 

 

 
High Priestess Nissa O’Quinn 

 
Chi Company (Chicom) has recently acquired the backward agricultural 

Dodgson’s World, an undistinguished planet with 1G gravity and rather less 
water than is considered necessary for a backward agricultural world. Most 
inhabitants live in the temperate zones, where the rainfall is adequate, however 

even the desert Badlands are not without their somewhat suspect inhabitants. 
After its takeover Chicom, a major agricultural corporation, has introduced a 

plan of land reform, accompanied by major irrigation works.  In this they have 
been supported by the major landowners and opposed by the Free Peasantry, 
the urban and rural poor, and the Church of Fidelis. It is this church which 

backed the Free Peasantry, even when fighting broke out between dispossessed 
peasants and employees of Chicom. Chicom brought in company troops and 

hired mercenaries. The Church of Fidelis was banned. The Church responded by 
proclaiming a rebellion and then going over, ‘en masse’, to the rebels. 
In this particular scenario, High Priestess Nissa O’Quinn has been raising funds 

in the Yettam area. Betrayed to Chicom, she has had to flee and together with a 
small force is making for the safety of the Ta-Yettam forest. They roll a straight 

D8 for command points. Her force consists of: 
 
The ‘defenders’.  

Priestess Nissa O’Quinn, in a covered doolie wagon (a light palanquin), carried 
by eight attendants. Moves at Infantry speed. 
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Mark Company, Fidelis Guard.  
One company of seven bases, wearing flak and carrying projectile weapons. One 

base has a man portable rocket launcher with guided HE warheads. 
 

Reaction 3,2,2,3,2,1,2,1  16pts 
 
Luke Company, Fidelis Guard.  

One company of seven bases, wearing flak and carrying projectile weapons. One 
base has a man portable rocket launcher with guided HE warheads. 

 
Reaction 2,2,2,1,2,1,2,1  13pts 
 

John Company, Fidelis Guard.  
One company of seven bases, wearing flak and carrying projectile weapons. One 

base has a man portable rocket launcher with guided HE warheads. 
 
Reaction 3,1,2,1,2,1,1,1  12pts 

 
Support Section.  

Three crew served projectile weapons. These are carried by mules. When 
stationary the weapon can be deployed in one move and fired next move. It 

takes a full move to pack the weapons back on the mules. These weapons can 
either form a separate group (with the reaction code of Mark Company) and can 
be attached to other groups. They move as infantry… 

 
The attackers. 

Princess Nissa is being pursued by B Company, Jessop’s Regiment. This is a 
mercenary regiment which is on long term contract to Chicom. They muster the 
following and roll D8+2 command points. 

 
A Troop.  

One light tank, light armour, crew served energy weapon, vehicle mounted ECM, 
vehicle NBC.  
Four APCs, light armour, vehicle mounted ECM, vehicle NBC.  

Troop infantry, four bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. They 
are mounted one base per APC and can fire from the APC with personal weapons 

or can be dropped off as a separate group. 
 
Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1  18pts 

 
B Troop.  

One light tank, light armour, crew served energy weapon, vehicle mounted ECM, 
vehicle NBC.  
Four APCs, light armour, vehicle mounted ECM, vehicle NBC.  

Troop infantry, four bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. They 
are mounted one base per APC and can fire from the APC with personal weapons 

or can be dropped off as a separate group. 
 
Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1  18pts 
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Command Vehicle.  
This can join either group or remain as a separate group. It has light armour, 

vehicle mounted ECM, vehicle NBC, crew served projectile weapon and can drop 
off one recce base who are armed and equipped as infantry. Both the vehicle 

and the recce base are in communication with an off table vehicle mounted 
artillery piece which can give artillery support to anywhere on the table. The 
artillery can support with HE or a lethal nerve gas. The Chicom player has not 

been cleared to use nuclear munitions. Note that only the vehicles have NBC. All 
infantry on both sides count as improvised protection. 

 
Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1  18pts 
 

Deployment, aims and objectives. 
The Priestess and her force start half way across the table. The table should be 

cluttered with a lot of wooded and rough terrain. The Priestess must get herself, 
the porters, and as many troops as possible off the far end of the table into the 
thick forest. (For the avoidance of doubt, she has to travel at least three feet.) 

Anyone leaving the table edge is safe. Being unarmed the Priestess will 
surrender to any enemy base in base to base contact with her doolie wagon. 

The pursuers come on the table edge furthest from the forest. Their aim is to 
capture the Priestess alive. They have satellite recce which shows the position of 

every group, but doesn’t say what the group consists of. So they have to be 
careful not to hit the priestess with artillery by accident. (Chicom don’t want a 
martyr on their hands) 

 
If the priestess gets herself and her porters, plus the crew served weapons and 

at least six infantry bases off table, she has won. If B Company capture her and 
haven’t lost half their vehicles or men in the process, they have won.  
 

 
 

 
 
 

“Resistance to oppressors is backbone of the 

people of Dodgson’s World. 

The history of our world is one of struggle. 

Through faith in Fidelis, through unceasing 

conflict, through fierce determination, with 

rifle and tax avoidance, we will overcome.”  

From the collected sermons of High Priestess Nissa O’Quinn  
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A little more Hell on Dodgson’s world 
 

The isolated regional capital of Jackon has a small spaceport/airfield which 
handles mostly civilian traffic. To date it has been strategically irrelevant and has 

been largely ignored except by small bands of wandering brigands. 
Chicom now intend to use it as a staging post to handle the process of moving 

the 27th Mechanised Regiment across the continent to support a new front that 
has opened against the insurgents. 
This means that Jackon is now a place of considerable (if temporary) 

importance. 
 

Both sides roll d8 for command points. 
 

 
The original air traffic control system had to be considerably upgraded to cope 

with the expected extra traffic. 
 

Jackon’s current defenders are 
 
Joados Marauders.  

One group of six bases of alien Thaug infantry armed only with hand weapons. 
They were hired by the local authorities as a police force to maintain order in the 

streets of the village that adjoins the spaceport proper. Thaugs have their own 
reaction table (below). They only have one table and a nominal reaction point 
total of 14. 

 

 Surprised Outflanked Melee Casualties S/O+Cas M+Cas 

6 q q q r q q 

5 q q q r r q 

4 r s q s s t 

3 r s q t s t 

2 v s q u t u 

1 v v p v u l 

 

Definitions unique to the Thaug.  
r chant mantra and move cautiously toward the enemy making best use of 

cover. 
s take cover and prepare for close combat 
t start Death Chant, minus one on next reaction roll 
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u slash themselves with knives and charge nearest enemy. Count as q 
v Halt and hold union meeting 

 
Spaceport Defence Company.  

One group of nine bases of paramilitary spaceport guards. They are armed with 
Personal Projectile weapons and wear flak. 
 

Reaction 1,2,1,2,2,1,2,1 12pts 
 

Jackon Rural Gendarmerie.  
One group of nine bases of paramilitary gendarmes, armed with personal energy 
weapons and wearing ablat. 

 
Reaction 1,2,1,2,2,1,2,1 12pts 

 
Armoured Spaceport defence Vehicle.  
One medium armoured vehicle with crew served projectile weapon, vehicle ECM 

and NBC.  
 

Reaction 3,2,2,2,2,1,2,1 15pts 
 

In reserve are the following forces. To get them, roll 1d6 in each players’ move 
and when the cumulative total adds up to the reaction point total, then they turn 
up. No more than one group can arrive on any one move 

 
26T Battalion 

Company C.  
Eight bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. One base has a man 
with portable unguided missile launcher with convention missiles. 

 
Reaction 3,2,3,3,2,2,2,1 18pts 

 
Company D.  
Eight bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. One base has a man 

with portable unguided missile launcher with convention missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,1,2,1 17pts 
 
Support Section.  

One group of two AT missile vehicles. Each has light armour, vehicle mounted 
NBC, ECM and CBR plus man portable guided missiles. Each vehicle carries one 

plasma, two nerve gas and seven conventional HE. 
 
Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 
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The Attackers 
The Attackers are a mobile force spearheaded by two improvised armoured 

companies. 
 

 
Shepherd’s Company.  
One group with four vehicles. They have improvised armour, crew served 

projectile weapons and improvised ECM and NBC 
The Company also has an infantry component which can form a separate group. 

One group of four bases of infantry with personal energy weapons, wearing flak. 
  
Reaction 3,2,1,2,2,2,2,1  15pts 

 
Gloag’s Company. 

One group with four vehicles. They have improvised armour, crew served 
projectile weapons and improvised ECM and NBC. 
The Company also has an infantry component which can form a separate group. 

One group of four bases of infantry with personal energy weapons, wearing flak.  
 

Reaction 3,2,2,2,1,2,1,1  14pts 
 

Transport/support section.  
One group of two vehicles. The articulated lorry has medium armour, mounts 
two crew served energy weapons and has improvised ECM and NBC. The 

Motorbike and sidecar mounts one crew served projectile weapon. 
 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,1,2,1,1 15pts 
 
Jackon Provisional Battalion. 

This provides two seconded infantry companies. These troops are light infantry 
with no crew served support weapons and have been packed into lorries for 

speed of movement. They are far too densely packed to fire their weapons from 
the vehicles. Each company has two trucks. 
 

IV Company  
One group of six infantry bases armed with personal energy weapons and 

wearing ablat 
 
Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,2,1,1  16pts 

 
V Company  

One group of six infantry bases armed with personal energy weapons and 
wearing ablat 
 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,1,1  17pts 
 

Deployment aims and objectives 
The attackers want to take the terminal building and remove the computerised 
air traffic control system. This will slow down the transfer of the 27th Mechanised 

Regiment. The removal of the Air traffic control system will also enable the 
insurgents to tap into the main system for their own purposes. The system can 

be carried out of the building in two moves and can be transported in the 
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articulated lorry on in 
one of the other trucks 

which can then only 
carry one infantry base.  

 
 To draw the 
insurgents have to 

destroy the system. To 
win they have to get it 

off table. 
 The defenders must 
stop them. A defenders 

victory is where the 
attacker’s don’t destroy 

the air traffic control 
system.  
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Dodgson’s World-The Hell continues 
 

The pro-Chicom Audley Yonk, previously the Sub-Deacon of Grizom in the 
Church of Fidelis has found himself promoted to Prince Bishop of Grizom in the 

new, Chicom backed, Fidelian Reformed Church. It is his duty to travel around 
his parishes and try and bring the populace back into line. Due to the high 

esteem in which he is held, he is accompanied by a company of Jackon Rural 
Gendarmerie. 
This time however he has had the misfortune to be trapped by insurgents in the 

village of New Hovine. The inhabitants have faded into the hills, but the relief 
force is on its way. But will it be in time? 

Both sides roll a d8 for command points. In this case it’s arguable that Chicom 
forces should get +2 but frankly the need to negotiate with the garrison who 
have realised the value the person of Audley Yonk holds for them, is acting as a 

distraction. 
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The garrison 

 
The Prince Bishop.  

One jeep mounting a crew served energy weapon. Light armour, vehicle ECM 
and NBC. You might ask how you can have NBC in an open topped jeep. 
Apparently there is an inflatable ‘tent’ you can erect in a hurry. 

 
Reaction 3,3,3,3,2,3,2,2  21pts 

 
Jackon Rural Gendarmerie.  
One group with six bases of paramilitary gendarmes armed with personal energy 

weapons and wearing ablat. 
 

Reaction 1,2,2,2,2,1,2,1  13pts 
 
Note that due to the fact that have already been under siege for some time (see 

A little more hell on Dodgson’s world) and have suffered losses they have 
already used the first three digits of their reaction code.  

They are being rescued (hopefully) by 36R Air Mobile. Two infantry companies 
flown in with air cover to get Audley Yonk out. 

 
The Rescuers. 
 

Alpha Company.  
One group of eight bases all armed with personal energy weapons and wearing 

ablat, two also have heavy weapons. One a crew served projectile weapon, the 
other a man portable guided missile launcher with three HE guided missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,3,2,1,2  19pts 
 

Beta Company.  
One group of eight bases all armed with personal energy weapons and wearing 
ablat, two also have heavy weapons. One a crew served projectile weapon, the 

other a man portable guided missile launcher with three HE guided missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,3,2,1,2  19pts 
 
Each company has two assault landing craft. They can each carry four bases and 

mount a crew served projectile weapon and have flying vehicle armour, vehicle 
ECM and NBC. These flying vehicles provide fire support for their infantry after 

the infantry have been landed. 
Air cover is provided by two Enzeli ground attack aircraft. 
 

Omega Troop.  
One group of two Enzeli ground attack aircraft. Each has flying vehicle armour, 

crew served projectile weapon, vehicle ECM and NBC and has a missile rack with 
four man portable guide missiles.  
 

Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 
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The attackers consist of the Grizom Fidelis Provisional Brigade. This force is 
currently under strength and comprises the following. 

 
Much Grizom Battalion. 

1 company.  
One group of six bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 
weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 

missiles. 
 

Reaction 2,2,2,2,2,1,2,1 14pts 
 
2 company.  

One group of six bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 
weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 

missiles. 
 
Reaction 2,3,2,2,2,1,2,1 15pts 

 
3 company.  

One group of six bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 
weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 

missiles. 
 
Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1 16pts 

 
Support Company.  

One group with three crew served projectile weapons. These are carried by 
mules. When stationary the weapon can be deployed in one move and fired next 
move. It takes a full move to pack the weapons back on the mules. These 

weapons can either form a separate group or can be attached to other groups. 
They move as infantry… 

 
Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1 16pts 
 

Hovine Composite Battalion 
1 Company. 

One group of eight bases wearing flak but carrying personal energy weapons. 
One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1   16pts 
 

2 Company.  
 
One group of eight bases wearing flak but carrying personal energy weapons. 

One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided missiles. 
 

Reaction 2,3,2,2,2,1,2,1   14pts 
 
3 Company.  

One group of eight bases wearing flak but carrying personal energy weapons. 
One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided missiles. 
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Reaction 3,2,3,2,3,1,2,1   17pts 
 

Deployment, wargames table, aims and objectives.  
The besieged are trapped in the village of New Hovine. This is a collection of 

houses in the middle of the table. The defenders have managed to erect 
barricades and create fire positions between buildings. They are pinned there by 
the Hovine Composite Battalion which surrounds the village. The besiegers have 

positions in a ring of woods, isolated houses and similar, all of which are no 
more than 10 inches from the edge of the town. The rest of the table is more 

woods, wooded hills, and plenty of broken ground and cover. 
Coming on the table from the west is the Much Grizom battalion. They are there 
to assist the besiegers destroy the gendarmerie and capture Audley Yonk. The 

Much Grizom Battalion will arrive, one company per move. The first company 
arriving on move one. 

The relief force fly in on move one as well. Their job is to get Yonk out. It should 
be noted that the rest of the besieged would rather like to be flown out as well, 
pity there isn’t the room. 

It is likely that they will be small minded and petty over this so they will have to 
be given covering fire to allow them to break out and get off the table. Audley 

Yonk cannot escape until the gendarmerie either escape or disintegrate as they 
will hold him hostage to ensure that his rescuers rescue them as well. Safety for 

them involves crossing one of the short table edges, which means moving the 
maximum distance from the village. 
 

 An Insurgent win involves taking Audley Yonk alive.  
 A Chicom win involves Audley Yonk escaping off the table alive.  

 These objectives leave very little room for winning draws.  
 
 

 
 

 

“I say chaps, can we not talk this over?” 

Purportedly the last words of Audley Yonk. 
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Dodgson’s World, The Hellfire Campaign 
 

In this mini campaign we are looking at the province of Fidelia Superior. Settled 
initially by members of the ostentatiously devout Dedicationalist Sect of the 

Church of Fidelis, it contains the capital, Chastity, with its associated 
spaceport/airport and the towns of Salvation, Alacrity, and Thrift. 

 
The Participants. 
 

Chi Company. 
 

Chastity.  
The regional capital, it is garrisoned by two weak companies from 26T Battalion 
26T Battalion 

 
Company C.  

Eight bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. One base has a man 
with portable unguided missile launcher with convention missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,2,3,3,2,2,2,1 18pts 
 

Company D. 
Eight bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. One base has a man 
with portable unguided missile launcher with convention missiles. 

 
Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,1,2,1 17pts 

 
Support Section.  
One group of two AT missile vehicles. Each has light armour, vehicle mounted 

NBC, ECM and CBR plus man portable guided missiles. Each vehicle carries one 
plasma, two nerve gas and seven conventional HE. 

 
Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 
 

Outside Chastity is the airport/spaceport which serves the region. It is defended 
by its own defence company.  

 
Spaceport Defence Company.  

One group of nine bases of paramilitary spaceport guards. They are armed with 
Personal Projectile weapons and wear flak. 
 

Reaction 1,2,1,2,2,1,2,1 12pts 
 

Armoured Spaceport defence Vehicle.  
One medium armoured vehicle with crew served projectile weapon, vehicle ECM 
and NBC.  

Reaction 3,2,2,2,2,1,2,1 15pts 
 

Also stationed at the airport/spaceport is the following from 36R Air Mobile 
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Alpha Company.  
One group of eight bases all armed with personal energy weapons and wearing 

ablat, two also have heavy weapons. One a crew served projectile weapon, the 
other a man portable guided missile launcher with three HE guided missiles. 

 
Reaction 3,3,3,2,3,2,1,2  19pts 
 

Beta Company.  
One group of eight bases all armed with personal energy weapons and wearing 

ablat, two also have heavy weapons. One a crew served projectile weapon, the 
other a man portable guided missile launcher with three HE guided missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,3,2,1,2  19pts 
 

Each company has two assault landing craft. They can each carry four bases and 
mount a crew served projectile weapon and have flying vehicle armour, vehicle 
ECM and NBC. These flying vehicles provide fire support for their infantry after 

the infantry have been landed. 
 

Air cover is provided by two Enzeli ground attack aircraft. 
Omega Troop.  

One group of two Enzeli ground attack aircraft. Each has flying vehicle armour, 
crew served projectile weapon, vehicle ECM and NBC and has a missile rack with 
four man portable guide missiles.  

 
Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 

 
Salvation 
 

Rural Gendarmerie.  
One group with 8 bases of paramilitary gendarmes armed with personal energy 

weapons and wearing ablat.  
 
Reaction 1,2,1,2,2,1,2,1  12pts 

 
Alacrity  

 
Rural Gendarmerie.  
One group with 8 bases of paramilitary gendarmes armed with personal energy 

weapons and wearing ablat.  
 

Reaction 1,2,1,2,2,1,2,1  12pts 
 
Thrift 

 
Joados Marauders.  

 
One group of six bases of alien Thaug infantry armed only with hand weapons. 
They were hired by the local authorities as a police force to maintain order in the 

streets of the village that adjoins the spaceport proper. Thaugs have their own 
reaction table (below). They only have one table and a nominal reaction point 

total of 14. 
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 Surprised Outflanked Melee Casualties S/O+Cas M+Cas 

6 q Q q r q q 

5 q Q q r r q 

4 r S q s s t 

3 r S q t s t 

2 v S q u t u 

1 v V p v u l 

 
Definitions unique to the Thaug.  
r chant mantra and move cautiously toward the enemy making best use of 

cover. 
s take cover and prepare for close combat 

t start Death Chant, minus one on next reaction roll 
u slash themselves with knives and charge nearest enemy. Count as q 
v Halt and hold union meeting 

 
Also temporarily stationed at Thrift are two companies of mechanised infantry 

 
A Troop.  
One light tank, light armour, crew served energy weapon, vehicle mounted ECM, 

vehicle NBC.  
Four APCs, light armour, vehicle mounted ECM, vehicle NBC.  

Troop infantry, four bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. They 
are mounted one base per APC and can fire from the APC with personal weapons 
or can be dropped off as a separate group. 

 
Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1  18pts 

 
B Troop.  
One light tank, light armour, crew served energy weapon, vehicle mounted ECM, 

vehicle NBC.  
Four APCs, light armour, vehicle mounted ECM, vehicle NBC.  

Troop infantry, four bases with personal energy weapons, wearing ablat. They 
are mounted one base per APC and can fire from the APC with personal weapons 

or can be dropped off as a separate group. 
 
Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1  18pts 

 
Command Vehicle.  

This can join either group or remain as a separate group. It has light armour, 
vehicle mounted ECM, vehicle NBC, crew served projectile weapon and can drop 
off one recce base who are armed and equipped as infantry. Both the vehicle 

and the recce base are in communication with an off table vehicle mounted 
artillery piece which can give artillery support to anywhere on the table. The 

artillery can support with HE or a lethal nerve gas. The Chicom player has not 
been cleared to use nuclear munitions. Note that only the vehicles have NBC. All 
infantry on both sides count as improvised protection. 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1  18pts 
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The insurgents. 
The insurgents in the province of Fidelis Superior are relatively strong. Due to 

the province’s ecclesiastical history, and the continuing presence of members of 
the ostentatiously devout Dedicationalist Sect of the Church of Fidelis it can 

muster an entire battalion of Fidelis Guard. This battalion is normally based in 
the mountains north of Thrift. Point C on the map. 
 

Salvation Company, Fidelis Guard.  
One company of seven bases, wearing flak and carrying projectile weapons. One 

base as a man portable rocket launcher with guided HE warheads. 
 
Reaction 3,2,2,3,2,1,2,1  16pts 

 
Alacrity Company, Fidelis Guard.  

One company of seven bases, wearing flak and carrying projectile weapons. One 
base as a man portable rocket launcher with guided HE warheads. 
 

Reaction 2,2,2,1,2,1,2,1  13pts 
 

Thrift Company, Fidelis Guard.  
One company of seven bases, wearing flak and carrying projectile weapons. One 

base as a man portable rocket launcher with guided HE warheads. 
 
Reaction 3,1,2,1,2,1,1,1  12pts 

 
Chastity (Support) Section.  

Three crew served projectile weapons. These are carried by mules. When 
stationary the weapon can be deployed in one move and fired next move. It 
takes a full move to pack the weapons back on the mules. These weapons can 

either form a separate group (with the reaction code of Mark Company) and can 
be attached to other groups. They move as infantry… 

It has been decided by the insurgent’s high command that the insurgents should 
take a town in the area. This town having been taken, an announcement will be 
made describing it as the headquarters of the free province of Fidelia Superior. 

The assault force is made up of two elements. Firstly the improvised mechanised 
battalion. This force starts at point A on the map. 

 
1st (Armoured) Company.  
One group with four vehicles. They have improvised armour, crew served 

projectile weapons and improvised ECM and NBC. 
The Company also has an infantry component which can form a separate group. 

One group of four bases of infantry with personal energy weapons, wearing flak.  
 
Reaction 3,2,1,2,2,2,2,1  15pts 

 
2nd (Armoured) Company.  

One group with four vehicles. They have improvised armour, crew served 
projectile weapons and improvised ECM and NBC 
The Company also has an infantry component which can form a separate group. 

One group of four bases of infantry with personal energy weapons, wearing flak.  
 

Reaction 3,2,2,2,1,2,1,1  14pts 
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Transport/support section.  

One group of two vehicles. The articulated lorry has medium armour, mounts 
two crew served energy weapons and improvised ECM and NBC.  

The motorbike and sidecar mounts one crew served projectile weapon. 
 
Reaction 3,2,3,2,1,2,1,1 15pts 

  
 

3rd (Motorised) Company  
One group of six infantry bases armed with personal energy weapons and 
wearing ablat 

 
Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,2,1,1  16pts 

 
4th (Motorised) Company  
One group of six infantry bases armed with personal energy weapons and 

wearing ablat 
 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,1,1  17pts 
 

These troops are light infantry with no crew served support weapons and have 
been packed into lorries for speed of movement. They are far too densely 
packed to fire their weapons from the vehicles. Each company has two trucks. 

 
 

The second string to the attacker’s bow is the 127th Mobile Brigade.  
It enters at point B. This force is currently under strength and consists of 
 

44th (Whistling Joeys) Battalion. 
 

1 Company. 
One group of six bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 
weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 

missiles. 
 

Reaction 2,2,2,2,2,1,2,1 14pts 
 
2 Company  

One group of eight wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile weapons. 
One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided missiles. 

 
Reaction 2,3,2,2,2,1,2,1 15pts 
 

3 Company  
One group of seven bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 

weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 
missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1 16pts 
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45 (Stanch in Righteousness) Battalion 
 

1 Company.  
One group of eight bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 

weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 
missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1 16pts 
 

2 Company.  
One group of six bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 
weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 

missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,3,1,2,1 17pts 
 
3 Company.  

One group of seven bases wearing no armour but carrying personal projectile 
weapons. One base has a man portable missile launcher with four HE guided 

missiles. 
 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,3,1,2,1 17pts 
 
Brigade Heavy Weapons Company.  

One group with three crew served projectile weapons. These are carried by 
mules. When stationary the weapon can be deployed in one move and fired next 

move. It takes a full move to pack the weapons back on the mules. These 
weapons can either form a separate group or can be attached to other groups. 
They move as infantry… 

 
Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1 16pts 

 
127th Mobile Brigade is escorting Prince Bishopette Athaniel Moor, in a covered 
doolie wagon carried by eight attendants. She is accompanied by porters 

carrying the sacred regalia. Moves at infantry speed.  
 

Campaign Movement 
 

 A move is half a day.  

 
 A day has three equal halves, morning which lasts seven hours, afternoon 

which lasts seven hours and night which lasts fourteen but just flies by. 
 

 Note that any group which moves more than two consecutive moves loses 
one digit of its reaction code for each extra move made. Hence if you 

travel for four moves without a rest you lose the first two digits of the 
code. Each move rest restores two digits. 
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 Each hex is about ten miles across. 
The dotted roads through the mountains are guerrilla mounted tracks. The 

dotted roads on the plains are all weather highways 
 

 
Move distances in miles per move. 

Terrain type Foot infantry Mechanised and 
motorised 

Airmobile 

Air - - 150 

Path 10 10 - 

Mountain off path 5 - - 

Highway 10 40 - 

Plains off highway 10 20 - 

 

 All movement is done on the map (I’m assuming you haven’t a third 
player to act as GM and handle hidden movement).  

 Chicom forces have satellite intelligence which the insurgents try to fool. 
Similarly insurgents have informers.  

 Each unit which moves away from its starting point should be given a 

counter, the insurgents also have some dummies. At the start of each 
move the insurgents deploy at least as many dummy counters as they 

have real ones.  
 
Then every move Chicom Intelligence officers try and work out what’s going on. 

 
Die roll to penetrate camouflage. Roll equal to or higher on a d10. 

 Mountain Path 9 
 Mountain 10 

 Highway 3 
 Plains 4 

 

Each move the Chicom player can indicate three Insurgent counters and roll to 
see if he penetrates their camouflage. If he does he is told just what these 

counters actually are. Dummies are discarded.  
Next move, the counter, if representing a unit, is replaced by two. One is a 
dummy, the other the real unit. Both real and dummy counters proceed to move 

from then on, until the dummy is recognised again. Obviously contact with a 
Chicom unit or entering a built up area also penetrates the camouflage.  

 
Chicom units remain known and real at all time. 
 

Aims and Objectives 
The insurgents must secretly nominate a town, capture it and hold it for as long 

as it takes Prince Bishopette Athaniel Moor to arrive, spend two days making 
propaganda videos, giving interviews and kissing babies.  
 

Chicom must stop this. If all else fails they must capture the Prince Bishopette. 
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Final Notes 
Looking through the list of units you must have spotted some old friends hiding 

behind assumed names. Well my only excuse is that I wanted to keep things 
simple, and not change things just for the sheer hell of being different.  

The idea is to provide the bare bones of a simple campaign which should give 
you a couple of interesting actions and will hopefully pass a night or two.   
 

 

 
 

The province of Fidelia Superior 
 

Brown hexes are mountains 

The blue lines are rivers. They cannot be crossed by vehicles except at Alacrity, 
Thrift and Chastity. Infantry can cross them anywhere. 

Airmobile ignore them.  


